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Abstract. The first part of the paper describes the miniaturized robot Parvus, 
which is suitable for desktop factory applications. The Parvus is well equipped 
for pick-and-place of micro parts in precision assembly. The challenges of 
precision assembly are discussed considering the technical data and behavior of 
the robot. The hybrid robot operates based on parallel kinematics and is driven 
by micro harmonic drive gears. Due to its size-reduction, the Parvus offers 
prospects, but also constraints which are discussed and presented by measuring 
data. Finally, solutions for improving the precision of the robot are presented.  
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1 Introduction 

Nowadays a trend of miniaturization with regard to product development can be 
observed in several industrial sectors. The Nexus III market study predicts that the 
market of millimeter-sized MST-products (Micro System Technology) will grow 
16 % per year. However, an increasing gap can be observed concerning the 
dimensions and costs between the products and the production systems used. 
Assembly lines and clean rooms for millimeter-sized products often measure some 
tens of meters and are mostly too expensive for small- and medium-sized businesses. 
Thus, many micro-products are assembled by hand, which results in high assembly 
costs that amount to 20 % to 80 % of the total production costs [1]. A solution to 
prevent this could be the cost-optimized, flexible desktop factory for micro 
production. 

2 The miniaturized robot Parvus 

The robot Parvus, as shown in Figure 1, is a size-adapted handling device using 
innovative, miniaturized machine parts. With size-adapted handling devices, in the 
range of several centimeters to a few decimeters, easily scalable and highly flexible 
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production technology can be achieved. The challenge of the functional model Parvus 
was to develop a miniaturized precision industrial robot with the full functional range 
of larger models. 

The robot consists of a typical parallel structure, driven by Micro Harmonic Drive 
[2] gears combined with Maxon electrical motors. This plane parallel structure offers 
two translational DOF in the x-y-plane. The z-axis is integrated as a serial axis in the 
base frame of the robot. The easy handling of the whole plane parallel structure driven 
in z-direction is possible due to the minimized drive components and light aluminum 
alloy structure. The rotational hand axis Ψ was designed as a hollow rotational axis to 
be the Tool Center Point (TCP) of the parallel structure. This allows media such as a 
vacuum to be passed along the hand axis. This axis, with a diameter of 2.5 mm, can 
be equipped with several types of vacuum grippers. The development of the Parvus, 
its fundamentals, the miniaturized drive systems, and the robot design approaches 
have already been described in several previous papers [3]. 

 

Fig. 1. Two functional models of the miniaturized robot Parvus 

3 Challenges of Precision Assembly 

In most cases, the precision assembly of MST-products needs a highly precise 
pick-and-place application of the related parts. One example is the placement of 
optical ball lenses in a micro-optical LIGA bench with accuracy in the range of 1 µm 
[4]. This can be achieved by passive alignment and a pick-and-place process using a 
vacuum gripper. Other parts, such as prisms and photodiodes, can also be mounted in 
this way. The demonstrators of micro-electric actuators developed within the 
collaborative research center 516 in Braunschweig and Hannover also need a pick-
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and-place application of small ruby balls with a diameter of a few hundred 
micrometers [5]. 

For these pick-and-place applications, it is essential that the device always reaches 
the same assembly position multiple times. This is well described and characterized 
by the repeatability of the handling device following the standard of EN ISO 9283 [6]. 
The repeatability can be taken as a reference value for the maximum position 
accuracy of the robot end-effector. It is hereby assumed that the robot always reaches 
the position coming from the same direction. 

However, in the case of picking several different parts from magazine trays around 
the assembly area, the handling device will reach the position from different 
directions. To get further information about the behavior of the robot in this case, the 
multiple direction position accuracy [6] has to be taken into account. 

Another exemplary scenario is picking a glass ball out of a channel and moving the 
end-effector precisely along this channel. In this case, good path accuracy [6] of the 
robot is necessary to move a gripper precisely inside a channel without collision. 

4 Prospects and Constraints of the first functional model Parvus 

In most cases of typical pick-and-place applications, the Parvus is well-suited for a 
high precision assembly process. Figure 2 shows the robot being equipped with a 
vacuum gripper and a pneumatic mechanical micro gripper [7] for gripping a variety 
of different micro parts. The repeatability of the robot end-effector was measured 
within the primary (mainly used) workspace, as shown in Figure 3. The worst value 
of the repeatability is 5.7 µm (at measuring point P3, with 3 Sigma). This measured 
value is in the range of the expected repeatability of 2 – 6 µm, which was simulated 
within the primary workspace and based on an angular repeatability of 0.0027° [2] of 
the micro gears. As described in previous papers, this value was achieved by 
optimizing the stiffness of the micro gears. 

 

Fig. 2. Parvus with vacuum gripper (left), micro gripper (right) 
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As stiffness of the micro gears is important for the repeatability of the robot, it is 
also very important for the multiple direction accuracy. Stiffness related factors, 
including backlash and hysteresis in the robot drives, have a significant influence on 
the results. The multiple direction accuracy has been measured within the primary 
workspace at points P1, P2 and P5. The results show that these values differ 10 - 30 
times as much as the repeatability. 

 

Fig. 3. Workspace and measuring points of Parvus 

It has been investigated why there is such a difference between the multiple 
direction accuracy of the robot and the repeatability, even though the micro gears are 
backlash free. In this case, the relatively low stiffness of 2.6 - 6.13 Nm/rad [8, 2] of 
the micro drives compared to the dimensions of the robot structure causes this effect. 
When unloaded, the micro gears are free of backlash. However, the robot structure of 
the Parvus consists of preloaded ball bearings and is directly connected to the micro 
gears. Ball bearings cause frictional torque in the robot structure and the micro gears. 
The frictional torque stops the gear before it can reach its neutral position. This effect 
occurs when approaching from the left or the right side and results in elastic backlash 
in the combination of robot structure with the micro gears. If there were any backlash 
in the system, an additional pre-load in the robot structure would reduce this effect 
and improve the multiple direction accuracy. To prove this assumption, an experiment 
with preloaded robot structure was carried out, as shown in Figure 4. There was a 
spring force Fspring applied between the passive joints of the robot structure to induce a 
reactive torque Mgear in the micro gears. This torque was higher than the frictional 
torques of the robot structure, which is therefore able to deflect the gear beyond its 
neutral position into a more stable state in both directions. The results, shown in 
Figure 5, verify the above mentioned assumption and show that the applied force can 
improve the multiple direction accuracy by up to 3 times, here from 55 µm to 18 µm. 
The experiment with the spring is actually possible in a very small area of the 
workspace. The small range of applicable spring forces between the robot joints, 
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limits the movement of the robot structure. Therefore, different springs have to be 
used for different points in the workspace. To implement a stable preload on the robot 
drives without limiting the workspace, the torque has to be applied directly to the 
drives. Here a torsion spring or an active torque generator has to be connected to the 
output of the micro gears. 

 

Fig. 4. Robot kinematics with spring load and reaction torque 

 

Fig. 5. Results of measured multiple direction accuracy at point P5 

In addition, there are also other influences of the micro gears concerning the 
characteristics of the robot kinematics. In general, harmonic drive gears show special 
behavior in kinematic error and transmission compliance, as shown in Figure 6 (left) 
[9]. At the high grade of miniaturization of the micro harmonic drive gears used in the 
robot, theses effects immensely influence the path accuracy of the entire robot, as 
shown in Figure 6 (right). In most cases, the path accuracy is only important for 
machine tools and not for pick-and-place robots. However, in some cases it has to be 
considered that there is a deviation of the set path. 
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Fig. 6. Transmission error of harmonic drive gears [9] and behavior of the Parvus 

 

Fig. 7. Automatic ball feeder in interaction with Parvus 

One example is the automatic ball feeder (designed at IMT of TU Braunschweig), 
where the Parvus has to move its micro gripper inside a channel for gripping a 
prepositioned glass ball, as shown in Figure 7. Here the gripper has to move along a 
relatively straight line, which requires good path accuracy. 

To characterize the path accuracy of the robot, a sample path has been measured 
with a 3D laser tracker. Figure 8 shows the results of the measured path accuracy 
(left) and the experimental setup (right). The actual path of the Parvus follows a 
periodic behavior with a maximum deviation of 100 µm from the set path. This 
behavior is obviously caused by the transmission error of the micro gears. The 
transmission error inside the gear can also be described as a kinematic effect. There 
cannot occur any dynamic effects, thus the measurements have been done at very low 
speed. 
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Fig. 8. Measured path accuracy of the Parvus (left), measuring setup (right) 

In order to optimize the path accuracy of the robot, it is necessary to measure the 
transmission error at the output of each gear. This is necessary because the path 
accuracy of the robot shows a combination of the transmission errors of both drives of 
the parallel robot structure. The best way to detect this behavior is using a small and 
precise angular sensor. If it is possible to obtain precise information about the driving 
angle during operation, the control could compensate the transmission error of the 
gears and help improving the path accuracy of the robot. A small precise angular 
sensor is currently under testing. Another approach is the use of computed feed 
forward control to reduce disturbing effects coming from the gears. This is under 
examination using the inverse dynamic model of the Parvus. 

 
Furthermore, the above mentioned measurements (repeatability, multiple direction 

accuracy and path accuracy) of the robot kinematics driven by micro harmonic drive 
gears will also be done with the same robot kinematics connected to small harmonic 
drive gears RSF-5A. This can help to ensure that there are no disturbing effects as a 
result of the kinematics and ball bearings. 

5 Conclusions and Outlook 

The experiments and measurements with the Parvus have shown that the robot is 
well suitable for pick-and-place applications with repeatability exceeding 5 µm. It has 
been shown that the stiffness of the micro gears influences the repeatability of the 
robot. The multiple direction accuracy of the actual functional model still has to be 
improved. The experiment has demonstrated that preloaded torque can improve this 
behavior. To ensure this, further experiments have to be performed. A way must be 
found to implement a stable preload on the robot drives without limiting the 
workspace. It has been observed that there is a deviation from the set path of the 
robot. Therefore, path accuracy will be measured and improved. The required 
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hardware and control strategies are currently under testing. The results of 
measurements and strategies for improving the accuracy of the robot will be used for 
the design of the next prototype of Parvus. 
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